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Abstract 
This paper provides a counterexample to a conjecture on Nagata rings: a two-dimensional 
quasi-local domain such that, for every n, the Nagata ring A(n) is strong S (and also catenary) 
but for II 2 1, the polynomial ring A[n] is not strong S (nor catenary). 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a commutative domain, X a set of indeterminates, A [X] the polynomial 
ring with coefficients in A in these indeterminates and S the multiplicative subset of 
A[X]definedbyS= {,f~A[X]lc(,f)=A}, h w ere c( ,f) is the ideal of A generated by 
the coefficients of f‘; the Nagatu ring in X, denoted by A(X) is the localization of 
A[X] with respect to S, thus ,4(X) = S- ’ A[X]. In particular, A[n] and A(n), 
respectively, denote the ring of polynomials and the Nagata ring in n indeterminates 
with coefficients in A (no confusion for this notation since, if X I and X, are two sets of 
indeterminates, then A(X1uX2) = ,4(X,)(X,) = ,4(X,)(X,) Cl]). For convenience, 
we write A = A[01 = A(0). 
We denote by Dim A the Krull dimension and by Dim, A the valuative dimension 
of A, i.e. the limit of the (non-decreasing) sequence Dim(A[n]) - n (hence 
Dim A I Dim, A). Recall that a Jqfiurd domuin is a domain such that Dim A is 
finite and Dim A = Dim, A [4], a locully J@bd domuin (resp. a residuully Jqfurd 
domuin) a domain such that A, (resp. A/p) is Jaffard for every prime p of A and 
a totally Jujfiird domuin a domain such that A,, is residually Jaffard (or equivalently 
A/p is locally Jaffard) for every prime p. 
It is known that Dim A(n) = Dim A[n] - n and Dim, A(n) = Dim, A. It follows 
immediately that if A is a Jaffard domain, then so is A(n) for every integer n [4]. Along 
this line, many authors have investigated the transfer of several notions from A or 
A[n] to A(n) and conversely [2,3, IO]; our concern here is to study the transfer of the 
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strong S property, introduced by Kaplansky [12] and then discussed by Malik et al. 
[S, 11,133. Recall that a domain A is an S-domain if, for each prime q of height one, the 
extended prime q[X] in one indeterminate is also height one in A[X] and that it is 
a strong S-domain if, for every prime p of A, the quotient ring A/p is an S-domain 
(equivalently, for every pair p c q of adjacent primes in A, the extended primes 
p[X] c q[X] are adjacent in A[X]). A totally Jaffard domain is strong S [7, 
introduction]. 
The strong S property is stable under quotient and localization but not under 
extension to polynomial or Nagata rings [S, lo]. It is therefore clear that if A(n) is 
strong S then so is A(n) (by localization); Malik and Mott questioned the converse 
[13] but Kabbaj gave an example such that A(1) is strong S but A[l] is not [lo]; in 
the same paper, Kabbaj then conjectured that if A, A(l), A(2) up to A(n) are all strong 
S-domains, then A[n] is strong S and this is to this conjecture that we give here 
a negative answer: we provide a two-dimensional quasi-local domain with the follow- 
ing properties which may serve also other purposes. 
_ For every integer n 2 0, A(n) is totally Jaffard (hence strong S) and catenary (in 
particular A is totally Jaffard, strong S and catenary). 
- The integral closure A’of A is not an S-domain (hence is not strong S). 
- A[n] is not strong S for n 2 1. 
- A[n] is not catenary for n 2 1. 
Recall that a ring A is catenary if, for every pair p c q of primes of A, all the 
saturated chains of primes linking p to q have same length. Our counterexample gives 
then a negative answer to a question similar to Kabbaj’s: if A, A(l), A(2) up to A(n) are 
all catenary, then A[n] is not necessarily catenary. 
This counterexample depends ultimately on pullback 
2. The counterexample 
2. I. Pullback constructions 
techniques [6-91. 
Let k be a field, B1 = k[X, Y] the polynomial ring in two indeterminates over k, 
III, = (X) and n, = (X - 1, Y), then m, and n, are prime ideals of Br, respectively, of 
height 1 and 2 and if S is the multiplicative subset complement of mlunl, then 
B = S-l B1 is a two-dimensional semi-local domain, with two maximal ideals 
III = S’rnr and n = S-‘nl, such that hrm = 1, htn = 2, B/m 2 k(Y) and B/n z k. 
Let A’ = k + m; the rings A’ and B share the ideal m, A/m E k and B/m 2 k(Y), we 
thus have the pullback diagram 
k 
I I 
B k(Y) 
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We infer that A’ is a two-dimensional semi-local domain with two maxima1 ideals 
m and n’ = nnA’ such that A’n’ = Bn; hence A’/n’ E BJn 5 k. 
Finally, let I = mnn and A = k + I, then A c A’ c B, and the rings A, A’ and 
B share the idea1 I [6]; clearly, A/I r k, A’/1 2 A’/m x Al/n’ z k x k, since 
I = ntnnnA’ = mnn’, and B/I 2 B/m x B/n z k(Y) x k, we thus have the pullback 
diagrams 
A k 
A’ kxk 
B k(Y)xk 
The prime spectrum of A’ can be represented as follows: 
l P’ (infinitely many primes of height 1) 
The domain A is quasi-local, two-dimensional and its prime spectrum can be 
represented as follows: 
A’\ 
0.0 ... l p (infinitely many primes of height 1) 
A/ 
(0) 
A’ is integrally closed since B is integrally closed and A’/m r k is integrally closed in 
B/m z k(Y), it is integral over A since A’/1 2 k x k is integral over A/I % k (indeed 
k x k is a finite k-module); thus A’ is the integral closure of A [6, p. 5071. 
2.2. Properties of the Nagata rings A (n) 
The domain A is two-dimensional, hence clearly catenary, quasi-local (with maxi- 
mal ideal I) and since k c A c k(X, Y), then Dim, A I 2; thus Dim,, A = Dim A = 2 
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and A is a Jaffard domain. It results that A is totally Jaffard, hence strong S 
[7, Remarque 5, p. 1281. 
For every integer n, the Nagata ring A(n) is also a two-dimensional quasi-local 
domain, hence catenary, it is a Jaffard domain [4, Corollary 1.231, and thus totally 
Jaffard [7, Remarque 5, p. 1281. and strong S. 
2.3. Properties qf’A’ 
A’ is a two-dimensional, hence catenary domain but it is not an S-domain (and then 
a fortiori not strong S). Indeed, m is height 1 in A’, whereas m[T] is height 2 in 
A’[T]. To see this let 3 be an element of B such that the residue class of x in 
B/m z k(Y) is transcendental over A’/m z k (for example z = Y ), q = (T - r) the 
prime ideal of B[T] generated by T - y and p = qnA’[T]. IffE p, then,f(a) = 0, 
hence the residue class off(r) in A’/m is null; then,fE m [ T], since 2 is transcendental 
over A’/m, thus p c m[T]. The inclusion is strict (for any m E m, m E m[T] but 
m$p) and p is not zero (for any m E in, m(T - x) E p), finally the height of nt[T] is at 
least 2 (on the other hand, the height of tn being 1, it is classical that the height of 
m [ T ] is at most 2). 
2.4. Properties of the polynomial rings A [n] 
If/j is an element of A’ which is not in A, its residue class in A’/1 z k x k does not 
belong to A/I z k, the rings A c A [fl] c A’ all share the ideal 1; thus A/I c A [PI/I c 
A’/I and, since k x k is a two-dimensional k vector space, necessarily A [/fJ/l = A’/1 2 k x k, 
thus A[fl] = A’. Therefore, there is a surjective A-algebra homomorphism 
q:A[T] H A’, sending T to /$ its kernel is a prime q0 of A[T], such that qonA = (0) 
and A’ z A[T]/q,. A first conclusion is that ACT] (and also A[n], for n 2 1) is not 
strong S (since A’ is not strong S and the strong S property is stable by quotient). 
We show now that ACT] (hence also A[n], for n 2 1) is not catenary. 
Note that q, = cp ’ (0) and let m0 = cp I (m); the chain (0) c q0 c m0 is saturated in 
ACT], because q,nA = (0), hence q. is height 1 in ACT], 111 is an height 1 prime in A’ 
and there is a one-to-one correspondence between ideals of A [T ] containing q. and 
ideals of A’. On the other hand, m,nA = mnA = I, thus m. containss I[T], but it 
also contains qo, hence it contains (T - /3) which is not in I [T]. Thus the height of m. 
is strictly larger than the height of I [T], which is 2 (since I is height 2 in A and A is 
a strong S ring); in conclusion, there is a chain of length at least 3 from (0) to m, (in fact 
a chain of length 3, since Dim ACT] = 3). 
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